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  With concerts being cancelled left right and centre, I was most anxious that Saturday's concert by 
the St Andrews Chorus should not fall foul of the weather. Two reasons -- one, I hadn't heard them 
for some time and secondly the programme was extremely enticing. Handel, Faure and the ultra 
contemporary Paul Mealor is a mix not to be missed. 
The concert opened with Faure's Cantique de Jean Racine and I found the start to be a bit tentative, 
although things settled down soon after, leaving one to enjoy a lovely presentation of a beautiful 
work. 
Normally Haydn's Nelson Mass would hold sway over anything else put alongside it, but on Saturday 
night in the Younger Hall it was more than given a run for its money by the Stabat Mater by the 
Aberdeen-based Mealor. I had first experienced his compositions not so long ago and was 
immediately impressed by his ability to write superb lush harmonies and make a contemporary work 
readily accessible and easy on the ear. This work is very much on the same lines and Saturday saw its 
world premiere in its orchestrated form. But lovely as it might sound, he does ask quite a lot of the 
performers with long elongated a capella passages that would test the mettle of any choir. The St 
Andrews Chorus passed this test in some style, with conductor Michael Downes leaving nothing to 
chance with some meticulous direction. 
In most choral works, the soloist usually takes top billing but good as soprano Suzana Ograjensek 
was, all the plaudits should go to the chorus for an excellent performance. She had further chances 
to shine in the Haydn, however, which she seized upon with some style. The Missa in Angustiis, 
better know as the Nelson Mass, is perfectly suited to amateur choirs and choruses. It has enough to 
keep you on your toes yet has a charming simplicity that puts it up there at the top with more 
flamboyant and complicated choral works. Ms Ogranjensek was joined Jane Pettegree (alto) Steven 
Phillips (tenor) and bass Ben McAteer and all gave splendid performances, McAteer in particular. His 
Qui Tollis was excellent, although his positioning at the far side of the stage was questionable. A 
better balance would have been achieved if the quartet has been placed on either side of the 
rostrum. 
The chorus were in top form from start to finish, although the hasty start to Et Resurrexit did give 
moments of concern. One tiny blemish in a first class performance, and one that gives the claim that 
this is Haydn's "single greatest composition" any credence. 
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